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  L.D.G  NEWSLETTER 
   49 th/October 2020 /www.leicesterldg.org  
     EDITORIAL  
It seems an age since the suspension of ringing was announced and, despite a very limited resumption, it 
doesn’t look like ringing is going to be back to normal any time soon. In the meantime, thanks to all 
those who are using the available technological aids to educate us, inform us and keep us in touch. 
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     PRESIDENTS MESSAGE 
 
What a strange year it’s been so far! All ringing events cancelled since March and, until very recently, no tower bell 
ringing at all. It’s such a shame that, after lots of careful organisation, many of our Guild events have either been 
cancelled or have had to take a totally different non-ringing format. One of the highlights of the Guild calendar is 
the annual ringing course and it has been so unfortunate that it couldn’t take place this year. However, I always 
believe in looking on the bright side, and it is important that we celebrate the many things that we’ve achieved this 
year despite external circumstances. 
We’ve had many successful, well attended gatherings via Zoom. A huge thank you to Mark Pendery for his 
wonderful work organising these. From a personal point of view, I’ve found this an absolute lifeline during 
lockdown and it’s enabled me to get to know several ringers quite well whom I may not have otherwise met. We’ve 
had an excellent variety of speakers on a wide range of both ringing and non-ringing topics – far too many to list 
here - but several have been recorded and are available to watch.  
Mark Regan’s talk on making preserves was both interesting and useful (and costly!) – after putting a big order in, I 
have delicious marmalade and jams on my toast every morning. I’m aiming to do a “handmade” Christmas this 
year and many of my lucky friends and relatives will be receiving a jar of Mark’s preserves in their goodies. Arthur 
Rees gave a fascinating talk to us this week about bees and bee keeping – perhaps I’ll be able to add some 
Leicestershire honey to my collection of goodies? 
We’ve had a couple of really enjoyable talks from Chris Pickford about “The History of Loughborough Bell 
Foundry” and “Bells of the National Trust”. There was quite a lot of talk about the “unringable” bells at Staunton 
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Harold and there is a clear desire within the Guild for these bells to be restored to ringable condition whilst 
acknowledging the National Trust’s objectives for preservation.  
We have had several meetings and email exchanges planning celebrations for the Guild’s 75th anniversary in 2021. 
The Leicester Diocesan Guild, Derby Diocesan Association and Southwell Diocesan Guild were all formed in 
1946, following the reorganisation and winding down of the Midland Counties Association. As well as events for 
the LDG, we have been in discussion with the DDA and SDG to plan joint celebrations. Sadly, current 
circumstances mean that several of the things we had planned are unlikely to take place – where we can, these will 
be moved into 2022. The three associations have secured space for a large article in the Christmas edition of the 
Ringing World and a lot of work is being undertaken to put this article together. Rosie Mason, who gave us a really 
interesting presentation on the formation and history of the Guild, has done some excellent work to put the 
Leicester part of the article together.  
In recent weeks, several towers in the Guild have started ringing again for Sunday Service. Well sanitised ringers, 
wearing facemasks, have rung on a very limited number of “socially distanced” bells following the guidelines that 
have been produced by the Central Council of Church Bell Ringers. It is important to note that the circumstances 
of each tower and their bands are very different, and so a “one size fits all” approach to ringing isn’t appropriate. 
Sadly, ringing at many towers will not be practical for the foreseeable future. I have written to Simon Linford, 
President of the Central Council, to thank him and his team for the excellent work that they have done in 
producing – and regularly changing – guidelines on behalf of the ringing community. 
Finally, as many of you know, I have had some health issues to deal with in recent months. It’s quite an interesting 
time to be in hospital and to attend lots of appointments, but I have to say the NHS have been brilliant. A huge 
thank you to all the Guild members who’ve supported me through my surgery and treatment – the Guild is made 
up of a truly wonderful community of people and I feel so fortunate to be a member. 
 
Sally 
  THE B.R.F. – LEICESTER D.G’S CONTINUING SUCCESS STORY 
 
When the Leicester Guild came into existence in 1946 its Bell Restoration Fund received£6-15-5 (£6.77) from the 
Midland Counties Association. 
In the summary of the LDG accounts for this year ending on 31st December 1946 the BRF stood at a total of £39-
19-2 (£39.96). 
In addition to the MCA money there was one donation from Miss Marsh of 4 shillings (20 pence). The remainder 
came from collections in individual Districts and a social event in the Hinckley District. The only grant made that 
year was to St Deny’s church, Eaton; the sum of £5-5-0 (five guineas or £5-25 in modern decimalised money). 
 
Fund raising for the BRF continued with its reliance on District collections although Miss Marsh continued with 
her annual gift of either 20p or 25p for several years and Leicester City Council gave £25 in the early 1950’s; a 
princely sum indeed. 
 
The value of the BRF in the immediate post war period was, by later standards, very small. However, times were so 
different. The Country had a huge national debt, wages were not particularly high and most people struggled to 
keep their heads above water. In the light of that situation people gave what they could afford. 
 
During the period 1946-1956 the total amount of grants was £280-35 in respect of 23 successful applications with 
the largest grant being £21 on six separate occasions. 
 
The BRF drifted along with its assets hovering below £200 for some considerable time. 
Ringers, however, by their very nature tend to be generous and, at a Guild Quarterly meeting held at Melton 
Mowbray in 1963, the collection raised was £4-2-0 (£4.10) and that entire amount was donated towards the 
restoration of the bells at St Paul’s Cathedral, Melbourne, Australia. 
 
1963 saw a large boost for the BRF with a Guild prize draw which yielded £164-13-0 (£164-65) which was almost 
£10 more than the balance of the fund at the turn of the year. 
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By 1969 the BRF had risen to £679-5-2 (£679-26) and by the following year investments were made in Defence 
Bonds, Savings Bonds and National Development Bonds. This helped in the fund reaching a value of four figures 
by 1970. 
 
In 1980 the BRF made its largest grant to date with £600 going to Sileby. The funds were swollen with a successful 
prize draw and the total income was £1754. 
 
Throughout the history of the Guild we have been blessed with a succession of conscientious treasurers and it is 
thanks to them that our assets continued to grow and enable greater generosity in grant aid. 
Events were organised specifically to raise money for the BRF and in 1981 John Adcock proposed, set up and 
became the first administrator of the LDG 100 Club. Forty years on and the 100 Club has in excess of 150 
members and the money raised through that one scheme alone amounts to thousands of pounds in addition to 
making three winners quite happy each month. 
 
The 1980’s saw the BRF in a much stronger position and by the end of that decade its assets amounted to £17191 
with substantial grants being made to Prestwold - £500, Saddington - £700, Oadby - £1500 and Gaulby - £1750. 
As we entered the 1990’s four figure grants were becoming commonplace and during 1990 and 1991 Stathern 
recorded £2000, Evington - £1400, and Shawell - £1000. 
Investments were continuing to boost the fund in addition to the 100 Club becoming more popular and bringing 
in welcome revenue. 
 
In 1991 and 1992 peal fees contributed over £600 and almost £700 respectively. Sadly, with fewer peals being rung 
during subsequent years, that income has been reduced. Nonetheless it is still an important source of revenue 
irrespective of the amount. 
 
The City of Leicester has ‘lost’ four rings of bells during the last 75years.  
The eight bells of St Mark’s were transported to Goulburn in New South Wales and augmented to twelve.  
The ten bells of St John the Divine were transferred to Peterborough Cathedral and also augmented to twelve.  
The eight bells of All Saints were transferred to the village of Sproxton on the edge of the Vale of Belvoir whilst 
the eight bells of St Saviour’s church were scrapped. Arguably they deserved better than this but the church needed 
to raise much needed funds. 
 
It is an interesting exercise to look at the rings of bells within the Diocese in 1946 and compare that situation with 
2020. Bells which had been unringable for years have been rehung and sometimes augmented as well. 
 
In addition, despite losing rings of bells these have been outweighed by several new rings. The list of work is long 
so I have chosen a selection for your perusal. 
 
Orton on the hill, a derelict four rehung and augmented to six and a similar situation at Sutton Cheney with three 
unringable bells upstairs and the tenor on the church floor downstairs, now rehung and augmented to six.  
 
A new light ring of three at Braunstone on the edge of Leicester whilst Knighton acquired a ring of six bells from a 
church in Lincolnshire and augmented them to eight. 
 
The three bells at Belton near Shepshed had been taken down and left on an upstairs floor. They were initially 
rehung and twice augmented to the present ring of six. 
 
As long as anyone can remember the three bells at Wistow had been unringable. During the period 1998/9 they 
were rehung and augmented to the present light but pleasant ring of six in a beautiful location. 
 
Melton District has benefitted most from new rings of bells. 
Ab Kettleby church had closed and its future was uncertain. The three bells were rehung and augmented quite 
recently to provide a ring of six. 
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Whilst Branston by Belvoir had a new ring of six in 1996 and the two small bells at Harston were augmented to 
provide a new ring of five two years earlier. 
 
Saltby was fortunate to have a ring of bells which, like nearby Sproxton where eight bells were transferred from All 
Saints, Leicester, are regularly venues for peal bands. 
 
The church in the expanding village of Quorn suffered a fire in the 1960’s a result of which is a fine modern ring 
of eight bells. 
 
After Alan and Ann Cattell moved to live in Scraptoft it was always Alan’s ambition to get the three bells ringing 
and augmented. He achieved the first part but sadly passed away. The good news is that his work was continued 
and the ring of six are a fine memorial to him. 
 
A short time ago the Diocese reached a situation where there were no unringable bells, rings of five and above in 
Leicestershire, except for a couple that were temporarily out of action due to tower problems. 
 
Rings of bells that had been unringable for years or extremely difficult to handle have been rehung. A few 
examples are Church Langton, Gaulby, Shawell, Ratcliffe on the Wreake and Thrussington. 
 
The Guild tries to contribute at least 10% towards most bell jobs. However, for many and varied reasons the 
amount is sometimes exceeded. Alternatively, it is occasionally decided to make a grant below that percentage. 
Whatever the grant the BRF Allocations Committee gives every application every possible consideration. 
 
There is no doubt, however, that the existence and continued growth of the BRF has enabled and continues to 
enable the Guild to make a positive financial contribution to every bell scheme in the Diocese. 
Every effort is made to plan expenditure by the BRF. Some plans came to fruition whilst others are occasionally 
abandoned. Then there are others that seem to come out of the blue as a parish decides to ‘do something’ about 
their bells. 
Income from investments is crucially important to the health of the BRF so it is advantageous to restrict grants 
within the annual income rather than use the capital. It would be unforgivable, faced with several large schemes, if 
we didn’t have the funds to make grants. 
Situations change year by year but what doesn’t alter is the simple fact that costs continue to increase and both 
rehangs and augmentations cost many thousands of pounds and that is not going to change. 
 
In 1946 the BRF had £39.96. On 31st December 2019 the BRF had £63.720.00 
 
Would it surprise you to know that our BRF from a Guild of a few hundred members has made grants 
totalling £129,395-35 in support of 202 bell schemes of various sorts during its 75 years existence? 
The smallest grant was £2-10 to Barrow whilst the largest was a recent grant to rehang the six bells at 
Swithland, namely £6,000. 
 
This is a tremendous achievement by everyone connected with the Leicester Diocesan Guild who has supported 
the BRF in any way. I doubt there is any Guild member past or present who has not played their part, however 
large or small.  
 
So well done to each and everyone of you. 
 
Of course, the need to increase our funds to match expenditure continues and will, hopefully, continue long after 
we are all gone. 
It won’t be easy but the evidence of the last 75 years has shown what we are capable of. So, the task is to find new 
ways of raising monies and supporting all the existing schemes and initiatives. 
 
I understand that the Church of England is undergoing a national survey with a view to closing some churches and 
‘mothballing’ others. I have little doubt that this Diocese will not be affected and I am equally sure that whether or 
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not a church has a fine ring of bells will not come into consideration when the decisions to close or otherwise are 
made. 
The possibilities raise many issues which will require discussion beyond what is being written here. Suffice to say 
that the BRF Allocations Committee will need some assurance that a church is not about to close before agreeing 
grant aid which may be several thousand pounds. Whatever the future holds let us savour a real success story by 
the Leicester D.G. and its members and long may it continue.                                                                 G.W.M 
 
 
     NO LONGER WITH US 
 
RICHARD CLIFTON of Loughborough District sadly died during July 2020. 
 
 
     100 CLUB DRAW RESULTS 
 
JULY 
1st Prize :-  55    2nd:-  17   3rd  :- 149 
AUGUST 
1st Prize :-  25    2nd :- 93   3rd :- 68 
SEPTEMBER 
1st Prize :-  108    2nd :-  24  3rd  :-  143 
   
 
                 A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF CAMPANOLOGY 
 
AFTER BELL -  The bell that strikes simultaneously with you when neither of you have learnt your front   
     work in Stedman properly. 
BAND -   A collection of people with determined expressions. Those who have come expecting  
   brass instruments, are in the wrong place. 
BELL   -  If you don’t know this one already, don’t bother to go on. 
BOB -    Mystic word, used for throwing a band of ringers into a state of inextricable confusion. 
COMPOSER -    Natural enemy of the conductor.  
CONDUCTOR –  A hunted creature, with every man’s hand against him. 
COURSE BELL –  The bell which is going wrong in 5-6 up, when you are hopelessly lost in 3-4 down. 
DOWN -  A course of procedure that rapidly causes a bell to become unmanageable. 
GRANDSIRE –   A method generally regarded as easy for beginners and difficult for advanced ringers. 
   Also known as “The Conductor’s Downfall”. 
HOME-   a) An hotel for other ringers. b) The lead where all the sorting out is done. 
IN –    See “Out”. 
LEAD -   If you don’t know what this is, you are probably still ringing call-changes. 
LOOK-TO -  A warning phrase, denoting that the treble ringer has lost his patience with those who   
   are still discussing what method they shall ring.  
STAND-TO -   Is a variant, indicating that it’s about time David stopped fiddling about with the big 
                Blister in his palm and put both hands on the sally. 
MIDDLE -   Something every front-rank tenor man needs plenty of. 
OUT -    Opposite of “IN”. 
PEAL -   Ringing that goes on far too long for comfort. 
QUEENS -   Don’t bother about this one. No complete band ever hears the command “Catch them  
   in Queen’s’ anyway. 
SALLY -   a) A fluffy thing with stripes. b) The Ringing Master’s ‘bit of fluff’. 
SINGLE -   A command that brings a touch round half a course before the conductor expected it. 
STAY -    An object of almost irresistible attraction to the learner. 
STEDMAN-  A method of ethereal beauty, sent upon earth as a consolation for the short-comings of  
   Grandsire. 
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TENOR -   The bell that follows the others with a gap of approximately two blows length in  
   between. 
TENOR MAN –  Nature’s noblest creation. 
TREBLE -   The bell with the shrillest voice. May be the chief choirboy, who has been persuaded by  
   The Vicar to take up ringing. 
WRONG -   This speaks for itself.  
      
     ANSTEY INTERLUDE 
 
We cycle along Fosse Road North and after carefully crossing the cobbled tram lines of Groby Road, swing left 
into Anstey Lane. After a short rise the houses are left behind and we are in open country. To the right is 
Beaumont Leys Sewage Farm and shortly after on the left, a few Nissan huts, reminders of a wartime Military 
installation. It is evening and dark, no street lights and no cars and there is a constant head wind to battle against as 
we make our way over “the Goss”. However, it is not long before we free wheel downhill and crossing Rothley 
Brook, enter The Nook, at the centre of the village. 
The above is a recollection of cycling to Anstey on a January Sunday evening some seventy odd years ago, 1949 
when five years after the war had ended, just about everything was still rationed, cars were few and television 
several years in the future. Terry Thornber and I had been invited to St Mary’s youth Fellowship which met in the 
church hall after evening service. It was well organised and attended with various activities. I recall, for example, 
Harold Poole giving a talk entitled ‘Character’. Jill his daughter and Peter Staniforth were regular attendees at these 
meetings with several other young member of Anstey band of ringers. It was at the Fellowship that I met a girl and 
fell in love for the first time. Her name was Christine, a chorister in the church choir and so during 1949 and the 
early months or 1950, I spent much time in Anstey. 
The village was practically self-contained, with newsagent, fish and chips, Naylor’s garage, a butcher, milk delivered 
straight from the cow and usually for a village of its size two cinemas, The Regent, locally known as ‘up top’ and 
The Coronet on Cropston Road, alias’ down bottom.’ On the site of the Regent there had apparently been an 
earlier cinema, The Picture House, a converted shed which the locals named ‘ The Flea Pit’ but The Regent was far 
superior. A 304 seat installation it was opened in 1938 and had stalls and a circle. At the end of each row of circle 
seats and adjacent to the auditorium wall were ‘double seats for courting couples.’ The thought of them induces a 
nostalgic smile-oh those double seats which my girlfriend and I so much enjoyed. Returning to the more mundane 
subject of milk deliveries, I have a lasting mental impression of Christine’s Uncle Wilf, pony and trap, milk churn 
up, clip clopping down Bradgate Road as he completed his round. Jeanette Harris laughed when I mentioned this 
during a phone call. “Yes,” she said, “Although Uncle Wilf wasn’t our supplier, I do remember on one occasion 
finding a piece of straw in our milk but we never came to harm.” 
Wednesday evenings were enjoyed at Anstey practice run by that accomplished teacher, Redvers F Elkington who 
must have taught many of the church going youth of Anstey. He never became flustered or shouted in his attempts 
To better the quality of ringing as we were into Stedman, Double Norwich, he managed to get us through Bristol. 
Over the years I rang several peals with Redvers, perhaps the most memorable being 5056 Double Norwich rung 
at Anstey on December 27th 1950. 
The ringers included William A Lacy, David S Harris, Gordan h Arguile, Norman G Macrum and Peter J 
Staniforth, all taught by Redvers. John R. Smith who readers may remember rang No 5 later marrying Elizabeth 
Faulkner who came from Desford, both ringing at the Cathedral for several years. Jeanette Harris recalls asking 
Redvers if he would teach her. “I was a chorister and had often heard the tap tapping of the clappers sounding 
through the tower wall and into the church. Eventually I plucked up courage to ask him. “Yes,”he said, “but only 
on the promise that you will not give up.” Well, her first peal was Cambridge Surprise Major, which must have 
induced a satisfied smile on the face of her teacher. Jane Hooke, a later recruit rang Anstey’s treble to 5056 
Yorkshire on August 28th 1951, Terry Thornber on the tenor, myself ringing No 5 and Peter Staniforth conducting 
from No 7. 
What memories, but returning to 1949, winter became spring followed by a delightful summer, walks to Bradgate, 
the fields to the rear of Christine’s Grandfather’s farm, Wednesday ringing. The Regent on Saturday evenings, the 
youth fellowship, church dances where young and old mixed together. Months passed and on a December 
Saturday afternoon Christine and I walked up to Newton Linford to order a Christmas Tree. There had been 
intermittent snow showers falling from large white cumulous clouds driven over Old John by a north west wind, a 
world of pristine white illuminated by winter sunshine and still remembered as a half forgotten dream. 
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May 1950 and I received “my papers” calling me up for National Service in the RAF, first at Bridgnorth for basic 
training (square bashing)which I enjoyed, then Autumn at St Athan in South Wales, then Germany for the 
remainder of the two years service. Returning in May 1952 my way of life altered as did my close association with 
Anstey. For 21 years I worked as an expatriate and it was during two weeks leave from my job in Saudi Arabia that 
I had the pleasure of meeting Redvers after all of those years. The summer of 1980 and he was at Groby, a 
Leicester District meeting. ‘Ah John,” he said with that old sideways smile through his glasses,” Unfortuantely I 
can’t ring peals anymore.” Age had sadly caught up with him at last and he passed away on March 31st 1981 after a 
lifetimes service to St Mary’s Anstey. 
What I and my friends of those day didn’t realise was that we were witnessing the end of a era in Anstey as a self- 
contained village. The rise of the car, television, air transport, would bring about changes to our way of life. 
Characters such as Uncle Wilf and his pony would become aspects of the past. “UP top” and “down bottom” 
would endure for only a few more years, The Regent closing in and The Coronet not much later. They were happy 
times and I look back on them as a pleasant interval between phases of my life, the Anstey Interlude.  
  

The photograph was taken by Alban Disney on April 21st, 1949, a lovely sunny afternoon. 
Rear Row, Left to Right are; 
John Bennett, Peter Staniforth, David Harris,William Lacy, Gordon Arguile, Unknown, Michael Staniforth, Alan 
Jacques, Terrence Thornber, Unknown. 
Front Row, Left to Right are; 
Zena Walker, Redvers Elkington, the Rector Rev rowe, Jill Poole, Mary Disney. 
Mary was Alban’s wife. She didn’t ring regularly but I was impressed by her immaculate striking. 
 
John Bennett 
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  75TH ANNIVERSARY OF V-J DAY, SATURDAY 15TH AUGUST 2020 
 
In normal times, there would have been far more ringing to commemorate such a special anniversary. Nonetheless 
the following ringing took place within the Diocese :- 
 
Burbage :- 72 changes of Plain Bob Minimus. 
 
Hugglescote :- Call Changes on five bells. 
 
Ratby :- 75 Singles and Minimus 
 
Swithland :- The Tenor was tolled 75 times. 
 
Whitwick :- Call Changes 
 
 
  RAISING FUNDS FOR THE BELL RESTORATION FUND 
 
Do you shop at Amazon? If so, go via smile.amazon.co.uk and choose LDG Bell Repair Fund as your nominated 
charity. For each purchase you make via Amazon Smile, the Guild will receive a 0.5% donation to the BRF. A 
great way to raise funds! 
You shop. AMAZON SMILE 
     HANDBELLS 
 
During the ‘Lockdown” a new handbell band has been practising hard to home their skills. Lewis Benfield (Ratby), 
Jo White (Anstey), Luke Groom (Stoke Golding) and Mark Pendery ( Kirby Muxloe)have rung several quarter 
peals and peals raging from Plain bob to Kent Treble Bob with the conducting responsibilities being shared. 
Progress continues as they now embark on Surprise Major. 
In the Guild which has produced excellent handbell ringers throughout its life it is reassuring to see the next 
generation continuing the good work. 
 
Whilst we are talking about Handbells, congratulations are due to Daniel Illiffe who rang his first quarter and on an 
inside pair, conducted by Richard Holyland; his first Handbell quarter as Conductor. 
 
Proving that persistence pays dividends Mark Banner of Desford conducted his first quarter on handbells; Plain 
Bob Minor. 
 
    DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 
Guild Dinner :- at Leicester County Cricket Club – 27th February 2021 
 
Young Ringers Striking Competition :- at Worcester – 10th July 2021 
 
Leicester DG Ringing Course :- 10th/11th/ 12th September 2021 
 
    GRACE DIEU – The Future of the Bells 
 
During the Spring an unexpected announcement was made that the independent Grace Dieu Manor School near 
Thringstone would close its doors at the end of the school year in July. 
As I write the future of the building remains undecided and a similar situation exists regarding the bells, a ring of 
six which was installed in the mid 1980’s. All the bells were cast by Taylor’s; the front five in 1984 and the C1-2-22  
tenor in 1912.  
I stress that, until a decision is made in respect of the building, we can’t know what the future holds for the bells. 
Nonetheless it may benefit us to to be prepared and in my conversations with the Keltek Trust, David Kelly told 

http://smile.amazon.co.uk/
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me that he has been in contact with the school administrator and registered, not only an interest, but also a 
reasonable purchase price by the Trust. 
If it becomes possible to acquire the bells David would prefer, in the first instance, that they remain as a complete 
ring within the Diocese of Leiccester. Beyond that it is anybody’s guess. 
So, we are seeking a potential scheme in the event the bells available. Do you know of a possible new home for 
them? Any ideas? If so I should be pleased to hear from you. (sue.mason4@btinternet.com). 
G.W.M. 
 
    AROUND THE DISTRICTS 
Hinckley :- 
As the world around us is being battered by global warming, terror attacks, wars, famine and pestilence, all is made 
to seem insignificant at the feet of a microscopic virus. All our lives have been changed irreparably, we can never 
return to "normal" or even settle on a "new normal" as things change around us so fast. However, it is good to 
hear of the resilience of the human condition and of its ability to adapt to new situations. There are a few lights 
shining in the ringing gloom, a few towers in the Hinckley District have returned to some sort of ringing. We, at 
Burbage have rung 4 bells for a wedding and we ring the same for our Sunday Morning service. I understand 
Hinckley are ringing 4, Witherley have rung on 4, and Sheepy Magna are assessing what they are able to do. Once a 
month Sharnford, being in the position of having 4 ringers in one family, manage to ring 6. 
Of course, all this is being done socially distanced and with masks. It is heart-warming too, to hear the comments 
from our respective communities.  
I have received many positive comments from people saying how good it is to hear the bells ringing again. 
As I say, in a world that is changed forever, I do fear for the future of many of our clubs, groups, societies, and 
guilds. Let alone the effect on businesses and the like. The one advantage we have, over many of those things in 
society we take for granted, is, unlike children who should be seen and not heard, we are not seen but heard. As 
long as a bell can be rung, we can call people, not only to worship but to take part.  
Are we thinking ahead to being prepared and able to change the way we live and ring to adapt to the brave new 
world? 
Assist us mercifully, O Lord, in these our supplications and prayers, and dispose the way of thy servants towards 
the attaining of everlasting salvation; that, among all the changes and chances of this mortal life, they may ever be 
defended by thy most gracious and ready help; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.  
God Bless us all 
 
Martin Mellor 
 
Market Harborough 
The work has now started on the internal walls at Oadby. This is likely to take around six months, during which 
time the church will be closed. Certainly, during the initial phase of the work, there will be no access to the tower 
so, irrespective of any restrictions imposed by Covid, it is unlikely that there will be any ringing at Oadby before 
Christmas, but in all probability we will not be able to ring again until February or March. 
 
Andrew Young 
 
  OBITUARY – RICHARD  JAMES CLIFTON  (25th June1936 – 23rd July 2020)  
 Richard came from a farming family, being born at Hemington before his father moved 
the family to Normanton Lodge farm at Normanton le Heath near Ashby de la Zouch a  
few years later. Richard was to remain there for the rest of his life, taking over the farm 
with his elder brother after his father died. Whilst attending Ashby Grammar school he would  
often ride his horse Prince to school, leaving it at stables nearby before riding home usually 
via a different route. 
In 1954 Packington Church bells were augmented from 5 to 6 and Richard answered the call 
for more recruits. He made fairly quick progress and soon joined the Ashby practice with its 
more experienced band becoming a Sunday service ringer at both churches. 
On the 9th May 1957 at Packington he rang the treble to Minor for his first peal, conducted 
by Arthur Rowley of Ibstock.He soon became a member of the local Midland Counties  

mailto:sue.mason4@btinternet.com)
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peal band organised by Joe Cotton of Overseale, Derbyshire.This was followed by joining 
 
                                                  

 
 
the Monday peal band at Loughborough Bell foundry with Brian Warwick conducting and  
eventually the Tuesday evening peal attempts with Roland Beniston in charge, also at the foundry. 
This would last until the early nineties by which time his enthusiasm was waning and almost as soon 
as he had passed1000 peals at the bell foundry [only the second ringer after Brian Warwick to do so ] he   finished. 
Richard did tell me earlier this year that he thought he was probably the most reluctant 
1000 pealer ever. His final peal total was 1232 of which 666 were rung for the Leicester Guild and 
550 for the old Midland Counties Guild. His peals were rung in 55 different towers and with 337  
other ringers. 
Back in August 1959 Richard travelled with Joe Cotton’s local band on a ringing tour of Southern 
Ireland, ringing several peals. They flew with Derby Airways who operated a small fleet of  
Douglas Dakota DC3s holding about 30 passengers, flying from the old Derby wartime airfield 
with its grass runway. This must have been quite an adventure and one they repeated in 1964, 
ringing in Northern Ireland this time. 
For a while up until 2002 he continued to enjoy visiting new towers, eventually ringing at 1770 
altogether. 
He was now pursuing his other interests, having holidays in Scotland climbing many Munros. 
Most of the mountains and fells in the Lakes and Pennines were climbed as well as nearly all 
the Welsh mountains and hills. He also developed a passion for rail travel and rode on nearly all the 
passenger lines in the country, driving many miles to make connections to some of the more 
remote branch lines. 
He continued to ring at local practices, mostly at Coleorton,Ticknall and Derby Cathedral, ringing 
a number of quarter peals until the onset of health problems forced him to give up. 
Even though numbers were restricted at his funeral, quite a few ringers were able to join family  
members and pay their respects. 
 
Colin Lord. 
    A MESSAGE FROM OUR TREASURER 
 
I think we can all agree that we’ve never known a year like this one. We all miss ringing and socialising with our 
local bands, and perhaps visiting other towers on a regular or occasional basis. Some of us have lost family or 
friends in the pandemic, and my thoughts go out to them. Others are wondering what the future holds, whether 
their business will survive, whether their job will still be there, and whether our local bands of ringers will all return 
when we are able to ring all our bells again.  
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As Guild Treasurer, I would normally be looking ahead at this time of year, trying to estimate what the financial 
position will be at the end of December, what our expenses will be for the following year, and how we will meet 
them. This year there are so many variables and unknowns that this is an almost impossible task.  
I would like to thank everyone who has already paid their subscription for 2020. Subscription income received so 
far in 2020 is £1,543, against £2,121 received in 2019, with some of that difference being because there have been 
no ringing meetings, where people might be reminded to pay by their district secretary/treasurer.  
Some members may be wondering why subscriptions are needed for this year, since there’s been few Guild 
meetings or practices, although of course many of us have ‘met’ online for a varied programme of training, social 
events and talks. Whether or not we can meet in towers, the Guild still needs to pay for insurance and other fixed 
costs. If insurance policies were cancelled, they could not necessarily be started instantly and at the same cost when 
maintenance checks and ringing resumed. Some other costs have been saved, for example, the Central Council 
meeting was held online, so our representatives did not incur any costs attending. There has also been no guild 
report, although the cost of that is usually fully covered by advertisements and sales. 
So far this year, our main expenditure has been the Central Council affiliation fee of £160, and £616 for insurance 
(for public liability and for the guild handbells). We have yet to receive the renewal papers for the personal accident 
cover, due at the end of October, but the cost last year was £732. Those figures add up to £1,508, almost as much 
as we have received in subscriptions. If we receive no more subscriptions, we will likely end the year with a very 
small shortfall. We do have sound reserves which can cover this, and the Guild Trustees have decided that in this 
period of great uncertainty there will be no increase in subscriptions for 2021. 
Meanwhile, it would be appreciated if those members who pay a subscription and have yet to pay for 2020 would 
either send their subscription to their district secretary/treasurer in the next few weeks, or arrange a bank transfer 
(your district secretary/treasurer should also be advised, and can supply the details). 
Pam Fisher 
 
    BELL RESTORAION AT UPPER SHERINGHAM 
 
It might seem odd reporting on a bell restoration project in Norfolk but the organisers of this particular job both 
have strong links with the LDG. The project co-ordinator, Sue Morton, nee Kinchin, was taught to ring at 
Aylestone by Jim Poynor and after marrying her husband Guy Morton, when he had also joined the Aylestone 
band, they spent several years at Bushey in Hertfordshire before retiring to the Norfolk coast. 
In February 2018 the PCC at All Saints, Upper Sheringham agreed to a full rehang of the derelict six bells. In 
addition, it was agreed to install an electronically operated chiming mechanism to ensure that the bells can sound 
out if there are no experienced bell ringers available. 
Despite some logistical problems due to the Coronavirus lockdown, the bells finally rang out at the end of August 
this year. 
Well done Sue and Guy in raising the money and getting the job done in a little over two years. 
G.W.M. 
 
    COMING SOON – LIMITED EDITIONS 
 
LDG 75th Anniversary Badges 
 
LDG 75th Anniversary Face Masks 
 
Various Bell ringing themed Face masks. 
 
Further details from Sally Brown :-  sallybrown5040@gmail.com 
 
  MONDAY NIGHT ZOOM TRAINING SESSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
2nd November      Peter Ellis 
23rd November - Early ringing in Leicestershire  Chris Pickford 
30th November       Peter Ellis 
 

mailto:sallybrown5040@gmail.com
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If anyone has any ideas of topics or if they would like to speak(all topics welcome) on the ZOOM 
training sessions please let Mark Pendery know.  
 
   
RINGING IN LEICESTER AND THE FIRST 12 BELL STRIKING COMPETITION AT ST MARY  
      REDCLIFFE. 
The dominant driving force on the Leicester ringing scene throughout the 1930’s to the mid 1950’s was Harold 
Poole. He was a formidable character, but a born leader who brought out the best in those under him, which is 
reflected in the achievements of the Leicester Cathedral band throughout that period. In his early working life he 
worked, I believe, for a furniture company. Peter Staniforth, his son in law told me the story that, on his last 
working day before joining the police force the manager offered him double wages to stay. The reply was “I wasn’t 
worth it yesterday, so I’m not worth it today.” He went on to have a successful career with the police, eventually 
achieving a rank of Detective Inspector. Both his wife, Phyllis and daughter Jill, later Jill Staniforth were excellent 
ringers. Sadly, both Jill’s parents died in tragic circumstances. 
 
In 1937the old ten at the Cathedral were replaced with a new 25cwt Taylor twelve. At the time the city centre was 
teeming with factories large and small, and Harold went around them all raising the necessary funds. According to 
Peter, the question asked was not ‘Will you contribute?” but “how much are YOU going to give?” The result was a 
beautiful and very ringable twelve, and nearly 700 peals have been rung on them, 140 in the Harold Poole era. 
Under Harold’s leadership the band went from strength to strength, ringing all the standard eight and twelve 
except Rutland and Londinium(a peal rung as Rutland was later renamed Belvoir). Spliced surprise Maximus up to 
12 methods and over 20 new methods. The most famous of all, although its significance was not realised at the 
time, was the first (and second) peal of Bristol Maximus, destined to become the method of choice a generation 
later. 
 
The Leicester band was one of a number of twelve bell bands invited to open the new heavy twelve at Liverpool 
Cathedral in 1951, in itself an indication of the high regard in which they were held. Peter, himself destined to 
become Ringing Master at Leicester Cathedral, once recounted to me the story of their preparation to ring at 
Liverpool. It involved practising on Leicester’s 25 cwt twelve at the estimated speed of an 82 cwt twelve. He still 
remembered the agonies of holding up the hands stroke, setting every backstroke, with tortuous spacing out of 
each bell. 
 
Fast forward to 1975, and we had the very first Twelve bell competition, which would be rung at St. Mary 
Redcliffe, Bristol, although it wasn’t a valid competition as we know it today. These days any bona fide 12 bell 
team can enter, but have to ring in preliminary heats, the winners of each heat going forward to the final. In 1975, 
the teams were actually invited by the Bristol ringers, who offered the prize of a specially made trophy given in 
memoryof Emlyn (Fred) Hancock, the Tower captain at St Mary Redcliffe for many years. Apart from Leicester, 
the teams were the College Youths, Birmingham, Reading and Bristol of course. One invited team, the 
Cumberlands refused the invitation. It’s Master, Dennis Beresford, called it a “challenge match” and doubted 
whether it was the right use for the church bells. His decision was supported by his Society’s annual meeting. It 
would be 2 years before the Cumberlands finally entered the competition. At this stage I must emphasise that in 
the 1970’s there wasn’t as much twelve bell ringing as there is today, and there certainly weren’t many good twelve 
bell bands other than in centres of excellence such as London, Birmingham, Reading and Bristol, possibly Ipswich. 
 
We had a good twelve bell band at Leicester where I was living at the time. There were still a few ringers from the 
time of Harold Poole, most notably Peter and Jill, who rang in the competition. There were 2 twelve bell towers, 
the Cathedral and St. Margaret’s, but little interaction between the two, and most of the competition team were 
Cathedral ringers. We went for a peal once a month, and had a good success, usually having Peter or the renowned 
Bob Smith as conductor. Over the tie that I rang there, we rang, as well as Grandsire and Stedman, peals of 
Cambridge, Yorkshire, Bristol, York, Prittlewell, Newgate, Lincolnshire, Superlative, Queenscliff, Belfast, West 
Hartlepool, Cantuar Alliance and Spliced Surprise, 3 and 4 methods. 
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Our competition team was Jill Staniforth, Ann White, Carol Franklin, Bob Pettifor, Peter Staniforth, John Harrold, 
Bill Lacey, myself, Andrew Wilby, Bob Smith, John Jelley(Conductor), and Kingsley Mason. Four of these no 
longer with us, and so I will just say a little about them. 
 
John Jelley, the conductor was a wonderful tower, handbell and heavy bell ringer. He rang many long lengths and 
record peals, eighteen over 10,000, including the extent of Major in 1963, having previously rung 32,704. Twelve of 
his long peals were on handbells. 
 
Bill Lacey was a very able ringer, quiet and modest. He spent all his life in Leicester, his home being Anstey. His 
place of work was very close to St Margaret’s. I particularly remember that he had his own been tankard in is local 
pub at Anstey, the Hare and Hounds. He would start the evening proceedings post peal with the same drink as 
everyone else, but at a certain point towards the end of the evening would change to bottled Barley Wine. 
 
Jill and Peter Staniforth spent the whole of their lives in Leicester, and were longtime stalwarts of the Leicester 
Guild, both serving as Presidents, Jill the first lady to do so, in addition to serving as President of the Ladies Guild. 
Both also served on the Central Council. They excelled at handbells as well as tower bells, and there were many 
distinguished ringing visitors for peals at ‘The Wayside’, 150 Narborough Road South, where wonderful ringing 
achievements took place. Jill was one of the first ladies to ring a peal at St. Paul’s. Peter was an excellent conductor, 
tower and hand, whether it was Stedman or Surprise Maximus. In 1972 he took over as Ringing Master at the 
Cathedral at the end of a very difficult period for the band. 
 
Although he is still with us, albeit with serious illness, I must mention Bob Smith, who I believe is one of the 
greatest all-round ringers who has ever lived, tower or handbells, light or heavy, calling any method from any bell, 
composing, teaching, attending and supporting ringing courses. More significant is the fact that he could have risen 
to even greater heights, ringing ever more complicated methods and with the best of the best, but cose to spend 
most of his ringing life helping less able ringers to ring simpler methods and to achieve things that they never 
would have done without his help. 
 
Back to the competition. The whole team were travelling down to Bristol by coach, and we assembled at the 
meeting place quite early. Soon it was well past the appointed hour, and the coach hadn’t arrived. A frantic call 
revealed that there had been a mix up with the booking and nothing was available. Imagine then, the chance, 
especially these days, of getting a coach from Leicester to Bristol for a day trip at an hour’s notice! Yet it was done 
in a single mysterious phone call, and we never found out how, although there were some rumours of some kind 
of Masonic intervention. 
 
Within an hour or so, the coach arrived. After an uneventful journey, we arrived at Bristol and assembled at the 
tower. Soon the first team ascended to ring the test piece, 2 courses of Stedman Cinques. I do remember hearing a 
slight trip on the front which caused one of the back bells going in wrong way, and it taking several sixes before it 
was realised that the bells were wrong, resulting in quite a trip to put things right. Repressed glee that one of our 
competitors was out of the race was soon replaced by nervous anticipation of suffering a similar fate (for most of 
us this was our first ever ringing competition). However, when it was our turn all went faultlessly, apart from the 
tenor ringer not setting his bell first time. To keep the damage to a single penalty point, he set it up at backstroke,  
Only to transpire later that judging ended with the final rounds! Apparently, the tenor ringer in the next team could 
not reach the tail end!  
 
All the ringing had been fairly good, and no-one was certain of the final outcome, so the reading of the results, in 
reverse order, was something of a nail-biter. I recall the tension in the atmosphere, almost a physical thing, as the 
results progressed, and still our name had not been called. Finally, there were only two teams left, ourselves and the 
College Youths. Everyone in the room now sat on the edge of their seats with bated breath. Here was a defining 
moment, a mile stone in ringing history, and we were part of it! “And……. in seconds place………………....... the 
College Youths.” The whole place erupted, and there were definite mutterings of discontent from one or two of 
the runner-up camp, the expression” We were robbed!” being heard in some quarters. Bear in mind, however, that 
these days there is a panel of judges armed with spread sheets, microphones at every possible vantage point, 
recordings, all of which are scrutinised, very fault noted, with all kinds of other things being taken into 
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consideration, such as speed and rhythm. Here there were three very able judges, JohnMayne, Roger Baldwin and 
Chris Woolley, but without any of the modern aids and paraphernalia provided now. In fact, in those days it was 
not unusual to have a single judge for a striking competition. It makes me think back to one of the mercifully 
occasions when I was foolishly asked to judge a competition, and on my own. It was a ten bell competition in the 
South on England at a certain tower I dare not name, and my “judges hideout” was a small room in the church hall 
which was in the churchyard. At one point during the ringing my attention was diverted to a young couple hankey-
pankeying about just under my window, and I’m sorry to say I “lost” quite a few changes and had to extrapolate 
from what had gone on just before! Fortunately, the results seemed to cause no undue surprise.  
 
Back again to Bristol 1975. Whatever else, we had won and, suitably oiled in the welcoming arms of the pub 
opposite the church, returned to Leicester in triumph, proudly bearing our trophy, which was soon installed in the 
south Chapel of the Cathedral, by coincidence close to the recent Royal burial site, although these days it shares 
the ringing chamber with the living (although you may have to look closely in some cases). 
 
However, the rumblings continued, and the vanquished College Youths insisted on a rematch the following year. 
Not only that, but they wanted it to be for our trophy, which we absolutely refused to relinquish. We believed that 
it had been donated for a one-off special occasion connected with St Mary Redcliffe. Finally, Taylor’s stepped in 
and agreed to donate a special trophy for an annual competition and so began “The Twelve Bell” as we know it, 
open to all, although it took some years to achieve the present format. The second competition took place at St 
Margaret’s, Leicester and we confounded our critics and won again! My abiding memory of the occasion was the 
presentation of the new trophy, plus certificates for each member of the team. The hall at St Margaret’s has a stage, 
which, fortunately as it turned out, is not very high. The captains of each team had to ascend it to collect his team’s 
certificates The Birmingham team leader was so inebriated that he fell off the stage and had to be helped up! 
 
The Twelve Bell is now one of the highlights of the ringing calendar, and its growing success reflects the advance 
of twelve bell ringing over the years, and in many places, not just the former centres of excellence. No longer 
tough of as confined to the elite, Twelve bell ringing has increased in popularity, complexity and standard of 
ringing I believe that much of this has been 
brought about by the competition itself. Also, we 
rarely, if at all hear of team members complaining 
about the judging so you might say we have 
come of age and now gracious in defeat. Would 
all this still have happened if the College 
Youthshad won in 1975 and there had been no 
re-match? Of course, it would but, it might have 
taken a bit longer.    

   
 
John Pladdys 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  

Saturday 31st October 2020 
On ZOOM 

https://sap-se.zoom.us/j/4944722369 
Service 17:30 led by Team Rector of Ratby 

and Groby, Rev Dr Ed Bampton 
 

Meeting 18:00 
BYO food and drinks! 
Followed by a QUIZ 

 
Telephone logon available – contact secretary@leicesterdg.org.uk  
Agenda and other papers available will be circulated via district secretaries and 
on the website www.leicesterdg.org.uk 

 

https://sap-se.zoom.us/j/4944722369
mailto:secretary@leicesterdg.org.uk
http://www.leicesterdg.org.uk/

